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Tuesday 24th March 2015  
 
Dear  
 
As we write this quarter’s newsletter we find ourselves in a very busy office, surrounded by 
new tax tables, budget updates and our latest investment review! In addition to bringing you 
up to speed with a selection of key changes announced in the budget, we are pleased to share 
some exciting news about the business and reiterate the importance of good tax planning at 
this time of year. With so many questions about the new Pension rule changes effective from 
April, we’ve also included some further food for thought on this important topic and we’re 
pleased to include a handy tax table which lets you know all your key allowances and tax 
rates for the 2015/16 tax year. For those of you who benefit from our portfolio review service, 
you’ll find a more detailed investment update enclosed, together with accompanying literature 
to arrange a number of changes to your portfolios. Let’s look first to the budget… 
 
2015 Budget update 
 
With the General Election just a few weeks away, the coalition government’s 2015 Budget 
didn’t herald too many surprises. Given the breadth of topics covered, we’ve created a handy 
budget update which can be found on the home page of our website www.caplebanks.co.uk. 
Here we’ve chosen to highlight a few of the main changes we think are most relevant to you. 
We’ve also included some ‘key points’ which relate to the detail of the changes and which we 
feel are important to note.   
 
The New Personal Allowance 
 
The new ‘Personal Savings Allowance’ will enable basic-rate taxpayers (those earning up to 
£42,700) to earn up to £1,000 each year in savings interest, free of  income tax and for higher 
rate tax payers (those who earn more than £42,700) £500 each year, tax free.  
 
Gone will be the days of requiring complicated forms to arrange for your bank interest to be 
paid tax free and instead banks will no longer deduct tax on behalf of HMRC, instead paying 
all interest gross.  
 
Whilst at first glance this might not seem like much, the effects are quite far reaching and this 
tax break is one of the biggest given to savers in many decades. In fact, we’ve calculated that 
a basic rate tax payer could now save up to £72,000.00 (£36,000.00 for higher rate tax payers) 
without paying a penny in tax.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



With deposit rates continuing to be incredibly low, this should prompt individuals to look 
differently at how best to gain returns on cash deposits. For many, cash ISAs will no longer 
afford the most valuable investment returns, instead any of you looking for good returns on 
cash holdings should shop around for the best paying interest accounts whether ISA or non 
ISA.  
 
Key point to note – The Personal Allowance will not come into effect until April of 2016!  
 
ISA changes 
 
The allowance for ISAs has again been increased from £15,000.00 to £15,240.00 in 2015/16. 
As a reminder, this allowance can be invested entirely in cash, entirely in stocks and shares or 
as any combination of the two. You are also now free to transfer ISA savings from previous 
years between stocks and shares and cash, increasing flexibility and choice for all ISA 
investors.   
 
The budget also introduced new flexibility for Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs) that will 
allow savers to withdraw money and replace it – in the same tax year – without forgoing any 
of their tax-free ISA allowance.  
 
This will be especially useful to individuals looking to fund short term cash requirements 
who, historically, would not have wanted to forgo the ISA allowance they have worked hard 
to build by drawing upon it to meet a short term need. Rules introduced in December of last 
year, also now allow for ISA funds to be passed to a surviving spouse and retain their ISA 
status, allowing the survivor to continue to benefit from the valuable tax benefits of the ISA 
wrapper.  
 
These changes are, on the whole, very welcome and allow for even greater use of the valuable 
ISA allowance. There continues to be significant value to be had from clients using their ISA 
allowance as effectively as possible and for many, as cash ISA returns remain very low, 
taking advantage of stocks and shares ISA can be very attractive. For those of you who 
benefit from our portfolio review service, if we have identified that you have non-ISA funds 
which could be transferred to ISA and we think this would be beneficial – we have included 
the relevant paperwork to facilitate new investments from the 6th of April. If you would like 
any additional advice in this area – please get in touch and we will be happy to help. 
 
Key point to note - At present, the provision to top up funds withdrawn from an ISA 
will apply only to cash ISAs. You can only contribute to one cash ISA and one 
investment ISA per year. You can’t top up previous years allowances!  
 
A shake up to the annuity market 
 
From April 2016, pensioners who have already purchased an annuity will be able to sell that 
income to a third party in exchange for a lump sum that will be taxed at their marginal rate 
instead of the “punitive” 55% rate. Whilst these changes have been announced, we are as yet, 
very unclear as to how this marketplace will operate and have some concerns over its 
governance and control. Getting good financial advice and looking at both the long and short 
term implications of foregoing a guaranteed annuity payment in favour of a taxed lump sum 
will be critical and is only likely to be of real benefit to a minority of people. We will keep 
you posted on this area as and when we know more.  
 
A further reduction in the Lifetime Allowance for Pensions & no increase to the Annual 
Allowance. 
 
Meanwhile, the Lifetime Allowance (the total value of your pension funds) will be cut in 



April 2016 from £1.25m to £1m, saving the Treasury £600m a year. In just 5 years, we have 
seen the Lifetime Allowance slashed from £1.8m to £1m, which means that a vast number of 
people are now at risk of having pensions savings punitively subject to a tax charge (it is 
estimated that this will affect 1 in 25 working people).  This reduction in lifetime allowance 
has coincided with a period in which the annual allowance (the amount you can contribute to 
a pension every year) has also been reduced significantly too, meaning it is becoming 
increasingly important to plan as early as possible if you are looking to make sizeable 
contributions to your pension pot.  
 
Effective planning in relation to retirement age and contributions level has never been more 
critical for those individuals who are keen to maximise the size of their pension pot. We have 
assisted a number of individuals in this complicated area over the past two years and have a 
breadth of experience and case studies we would be happy to share.  
 
Changes to Pensions – “Pension Freedom” 

We have already received a number of questions in relation to how the rule changes to 
Pensions, coming into effect next month, might impact you. This is also a hot topic in the 
media and we anticipate that there will be more coverage to come as the pension 
modifications bed in.    

From now on you will have complete control over how you access your pension funds from 
the age of 55. As a consequence there is no longer a cap on how much income can be 
withdrawn from your pension fund. The rule changes came as quite a surprise to the industry 
as a whole and as a consequence many providers are currently playing ‘catch up!’ We are 
aware of a number of providers who are still frantically trying to develop in house systems to 
permit greater access to their pension funds and it is looking very unlikely that all pension 
providers will be in a position to do so before April.  

Whilst generally, we think this is a positive change, there is a lot to consider. Firstly, the 
pension changes are not going away and careful planning around the timing of releasing funds 
and the rationale behind accessing money, could result in sizeable tax savings. This is because 
whilst pensions can now be fully accessed, there are tax implications of doing so as any funds 
withdrawn which exceed the tax free cash allowance within a pension (typically 25% of the 
fund value) will be subject to tax at your marginal rate. In practice this means it is more than 
possible for a non tax payer to become a higher rate tax payer as a consequence of 
withdrawing pension funds, suffering a 40% tax charge on the money when it is paid across 
to them. This could be mitigated by taking simple steps to stagger the payment of sums across 
multiple tax years.  

Withdrawing income beyond tax-free cash will also compromise an individual’s ability to 
make further contributions into the plan, as the Annual Allowance then reduces from £40,000 
to £10,000.  Again whilst this might not initially seem problematic, some very substantial tax 
planning opportunities could be lost.   

The new rules will allow for individuals to cash in up to a maximum of three pots each worth 
less than £10,000 – personal pensions for example – without triggering the reduction in the 
annual allowance. But you would pay tax on the money cashed in after 25 per cent tax-free 
cash allowance. 

Finally it’s worth noting that the changes will not apply to public funded pension 
arrangements and whilst it will be possible to access defined benefit schemes, it is likely to be 
more advantageous to try and retain these valuable benefits, than access them as cash.  



To help, we have created an in depth guide on the various options available to individuals 
now that the pension rules have changed. The guide is available via the home page of our 
website, or if you would like a hard copy, just get in touch and we will be happy to send one 
out.  
 
A Boost to the UK Stock Market 
 
After teetering very close on a number of occasions over the past couple of months, last week 
we finally saw the main UK stock market index (the FTSE 100) tip over 7000, the highest 
level on record.  
 
This falls closely on the heels of a new phase we have seen develop in the economy since the 
start of the year when the annualised rate of inflation was announced to have dropped to 0.5% 
– thereby equalling its lowest-ever level reached in May 2000. In fact as at today inflation has 
actually to zero. The announcement triggered concerns the UK could be at risk of a damaging 
period of deflation. Prices were pulled down by falling fuel costs caused by plummeting 
energy costs. Prices for motor fuels fell at an annualised rate of 10.5% in December while 
food price inflation fell by 1.9% year on year in December, undermined by fierce competition 
between the supermarkets. While a cut in the cost of living might at first sight seem 
appealing, a deflationary environment discourages individuals and businesses from spending 
– after all, if prices are likely to fall, people are more likely to postpone purchases, putting a 
brake on economic growth.  
 
Inflation erodes the real value of your money, but it also erodes the real value of your debts. 
Conversely, an environment of deflation will actually increase the real value of your debts – 
not to mention those of the government. UK interest rates have been at their all-time low of 
0.5% for almost six years, and an environment of falling inflation reduces the likelihood of an 
imminent rise. As inflation continues to drop beleaguered savers will finally receive a positive 
return on their cash, reducing their incentive to spend rather than save. 
 
Much of February was taken up with developments in the eurozone, amid mounting concern 
over whether Greece’s controversial new government could reach agreement with European 
finance ministers over the future of the country’s debts. Despite this, both the FTSE 100 
index and the FTSE 250 index rose to new all-time highs during the month, boosted in part by 
the news that the UK’s annualised rate of inflation had declined to just 0.3% in January, 
dampened by falling prices for energy and food. The FTSE 100 and the FTSE SmallCap 
index both rose by 2.9% during February, while medium-sized companies – as represented by 
the FTSE 250 – surged 5.9%. The FTSE 100 was boosted by strong gains in the energy sector 
resulting from the rebounding oil price – over the month as a whole, the price of a barrel of 
Brent Crude oil rose by 18%, increasing from $52.95 (£35.20) at the end of January to $62.48 
at the end of February. 
 
We are now of a mind that interest rate rises are someway off and that prudent investment 
across a variety of asset classes continues to be the most effective way of achieving 
investment returns, without taking unnecessary risk. 
 
A new member to the team!  
 
We are absolutely delighted to announce that our team has expanded again, with the addition 
of our new Paraplanner – James Bergmann. James joined us in February and has a wealth of 
experience in the industry. James has already proved invaluable assisting us as we hit our 
busiest time of the year and is involved in all aspects of research and report writing within the 
business.  



 
As many of you will be aware the team has expanded considerably over the past twelve 
months. We thought it might, therefore, be useful to provide you with a little ‘who’s who.’ 
 
 
The Caple Banks Team:  
 
 
Jordon Sargerson   Our resident expert on fund research and investment markets. 
 
Jade Logan  If there’s a problem – Jade will fix it! In addition, get in 

touch with Jade if you are having any issues logging into 
your client site. 

 
Andrina Nisbet For anything tax or technical, Andrina is the lady to ask!  
 
James Bergmann If you have a question about any elements of our 

recommendations – James has a breadth of knowledge and 
experience to help you understand.  

 
Diane Kell Always happy to resolve any Estate Planning questions and 

is an expert on Power of Attorney documentation.  
  
Ernie Bear  Last but not least Ernie, our office dog –provides a friendly 

welcome and adds an air of mischief to the office!  
 
Phew! That pretty much brings you up to speed and as you can see there have been some 
fundamental changes in key areas of investment and retirement planning. From our 
perspective the demand for good quality, unbiased advice has never been greater. If our 
update raises any questions, as always, our doors are always open. Similarly if you think of 
anyone who might benefit from our assistance, please feel free to pass on our details.  
 
That just leaves us to wish you a very Happy Easter and we will be in touch again in early 
summer with our next update.  
 
With best wishes,  
 
 
 
Kevin Caple      Jody Banks 
Director.     Director.  
 


